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Abstract. The present study adopts a corpus-based method to investigate the
effectiveness and reliability of the confusable word sets listed in the L2 Chinese
textbooks. Through the quantitative analysis based on the interlanguage corpus,
we have found that, among 134 sets of words listed in the textbooks, only 50 sets
have met the criterion we had set for “confusable words”. We hence provide a
suggested word list based on the results of the analysis, a list of the sets that do not
meet the criteria but are found in the corpus with more obvious mistaken usage,
as well as a list of the sets that meet the criteria but are not the most typical ones.
Through the preliminary research, it is hoped to provide teachers and textbooks
editors with a more scientific method of selecting confusable words to improve
the efficiency of teaching and learning.
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1 Introduction

Along with the expansion of L2 learners’ lexicons while learning a second language,
more and more words sharing semantic similarities to some extent (i.e., the so-called
“near synonyms (jìnyìcí, 近义词)”) may cause confusion to the learners, and subse-
quently can be misused by learners. Therefore, the ability of discriminating near syn-
onyms is important for advanced learners. In order to raise the learners’ awareness of
near synonyms, language teachers or editors of teaching materials have designed materi-
als to remind the learners of the subtle differences among near synonyms, which should
not be neglected.

A corpus-based approach can offer data and results for analysis based on massive
and real language use. Some previous studies on differentiating synonyms have adopted
the corpus-based approach to provide evidence for their analyses. For instance, Tsai
et al. conducted a series of research since 1999 to analyze the lexical semantics and syn-
tactic features of synonyms (e.g. discriminating gāoxìng高兴 and kuàilè快乐, both of
which are often translated into “happy” in English). Xiao and McEnery (2006) analyzed
collocations and semantic prosody of synonyms and they also set up criteria for discrim-
inating synonyms, both in Chinese and English. They cited multiple sets of examples
of synonyms to illustrate that both Chinese and English have semantic prosody, which
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can be identified by native speakers’ intuitions. L2 learners, however, lack such kind of
intuitions. Thus, it is necessary to teach the learners to understand the differences among
synonyms, in order to assist them to learn the language more effectively.

Near synonyms can be misused due to the semantic similarities among each other.
Nevertheless, not every set of words misused by learners were caused by semantic
similarities. For examples, (1)–(2) are the error sentences made by learners of Chinese
as Second Language (henceforth CSL), which were found in the interlanguage (L2)
corpus1:

In the examples above, the misused words, yìnxiàng (印象, impression) and
yı̌ngxiǎng (影响, impact) were not synonyms or near synonyms. They had no simi-
larities in meaning. They were often similar in Chinese L2 learners’ auditory sense
instead. These examples reflect that language teachers and editors of teaching materials
should not only put their attention to teaching how to discriminate near synonyms, but
also the words that had the similar pronunciation, forms, etc.

Laufer noticed in 1988 that not only semantic features would cause confusion. In her
studies, the concept of “synforms” was firstly mentioned. “Synforms” was defined as
sets of words which have similar forms. The similarity on sound, script or morphology
are what cause confusion. With similar concept of synforms, Carpenter (1993) collected
400 sets of “confusable words” from the perspectives of EFL learners. He indicated that
the confusable words may “look or sound similar”. Taking the sentences (3)–(4) below
for examples, which are found in the L2 corpus, lǚxíng (旅行, to travel) and yóuxíng (

1 The examples in this paper are taken from HSK Dynamic Composition Corpus 2.0, http://
hsk.blcu.edu.cn/. In the corpus, we have found 25 tokens of 印象 (“impression”) that should
be replaced with 影响 (“impact”), which account for 80.6% of the 31 misuse instances of
印象 (“impression”) in total. Meanwhile, 13 tokens of影响 (“impact”) have been found to be
misused and should be replacedwith印象 (“impression”), accounting for 36.1%of the 36misuse
instances of影响 (“impact”) in total.
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游行, to parade) contain not only the same character “xíng (行)”, but also the characters
lǚ (旅) and yóu (游) which share similar shape2.

Both yóuxíng (游行, to parade) in the sentences above should be replacedwith lǚxíng
(旅行, to travel). Lǚxíng and yóuxíng do not share semantic features, but they can still
be misused. The sentences (1)–(4) illustrate that the errors made by the learners are not
only caused by the near synonyms but also by the “synforms”.

To solve the problem in learning, the concept of “confusable words” (yìhǔnyáocí,
易混淆词) has been formed and adopted into Chinese teaching materials and lessons
in recent years. Nevertheless, what are the criterion for identifying confusable words so
that a more accurate list of confusable words can be included in teaching materials? Are
the confusable words in the teaching materials worth being taught? These issues have
not been discussed before.

In order to address these issues, the present study investigates the effectiveness and
reliability of confusable words listed in L2 Chinese textbooks. By adopting a corpus-
based approach, this paper finds out a set the criterion for the selection of confusable
words for teaching materials.

2 5 tokens of游行 (“to parade”) have been found in the corpus which should be replaced with旅
行 (“to travel”), which account for 62.5% of the 8 instances of misuse of游行 (“to parade”) in
total. No case has been observed that旅行 (“to travel”) is misused to express游行 (“to parade”).
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2 Confusable Words and the Previous Studies (yìhǔnyáocí,易混淆
词)

The term “yìhǔnyáocí (confusable words)” was proposed by Zhang (2007). In her
schema, confusable words should not be analyzed within the frameworks of synonyms
or near synonyms. Zhang believed the research on near synonyms in Chinese had con-
tributed to the theoretical aspect but had little help in Chinese teaching. For learners, not
only near synonyms cause errors, some words which have no semantic relations also
cause confusion. Therefore, the studies of words discrimination for learners should not
be limited to near synonyms. They should turn the perspectives to learners’ interlan-
guage instead. Furthermore, the selection of confusable words should be based on the
frequency of misusing, and the words that are frequently misused should be discrimi-
nated in priority. She also classified seven different confusableword categories according
to the factors of learners’ misuse and misunderstanding, which are listed below:

The classification demonstrates that the scope of confusable words is wider than near
synonyms. Zhang pointed out that those words that have no similar semantic features,
but cannot be classified as synonyms or near synonyms, were easily misused by learners.
Thus, it can be helpful if such kinds of words can also be classified as confusable words.

In recent years, some textbooks have been designed to contain confusable words
as teaching items to raise learners’ consciousness. However, confusable words can be
caused by many factors, as mentioned, and the scope of confusable words is relatively
wider. Learners can often spend only a few hours per week or per month in second
language learning. How to maximize the effectiveness of the teaching materials is the
key to success. If no scientificmethod is dedicated to determiningwhichwords should be
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included in teaching, the selectionmight be arbitrarily decidedby the teachers or textbook
editors. The bias of asymmetry selection might happen. It may be counterproductive for
L2 learning and the words that are not confusing in actual use might become problematic
as a result.

As for the selection of confusable words, some studies have adopted the quantitative
method. For instance, Zhang (2013) reckoned that one of the purposes of discriminating
confusable words was to correct the learners’ habitual misusing. For this reason, the
selection of confusable words should be “misuse-driven”. That is, the words with high
error rate should be the confusable words to be discriminated. So, she proposed that
the degree of confusion of the words should be determined by two indices. One was
the frequency that the words were confused with others in the L2 corpus; and the other
one was the ratio of the times that the words were correctly used to the times the words
were used. Confusable words were ranked and given with scores based on these two
indices respectively. The sum of these two scores represented the degree of confusion.
She deemed that the words with a higher score should be included in the dictionary of
confusable words.

Moreover, Xiao (2008) collected corpus data of Indonesian learners and conducted
sample analysis according to their language background (e.g., whether they had ever
studied inChinese schools). Thewordswhich appeared at least 3 times andweremisused
for more than 2 times were defined as “quasi-confusable words”. She then examined the
“quasi-confusable words” in the whole corpus. If the words were misused for more than
15% in frequency, the words were considered as confusable words. By the quantitative
method, 346 sets of confusable words for Indonesian learners were selected.

Conducting a contrastive analysis, Soontornthamniti (2018) made a prediction on
confusable words based on the vocabulary in New HSK Syllabus Level 6. Through the
results of the language tests and questionnaires for the Thai-native learners that surveyed
whether they found the certain set of confusable words difficult or not, 96 sets of words
with high degree of confusion were selected for “the table of Chinese confusable words
for Thai-native speakers”.

The previous studies mentioned above selected confusable words by quantitative
methods. They analyzed the learners’ corpus data, conducting tests, questionnaires, etc.
The results suggest the word lists or dictionaries of confusable words. However, the
time spent in learning is limited, the teaching materials may not be able to include an
exhaustive list of all confusable words. Therefore, the effectiveness of the confusable-
word list is more important than the comprehensiveness. The confusable words included
in textbooks should be the words that the learners would misuse in the real situations.
The frequency of misusing should also be taken into consideration.

3 The Research Method and Analysis

The present study examined the confusable words listed in A Course in Contemporary
Chinese (Teng 2018), which is a series of textbooks being often used in Chinese language
training centers in Taiwan. In addition, the fifth and sixth volumes of this series are
currently the only two teaching materials that include the section for confusable words
(yìhǔnyáocí,易混淆词) in Taiwan. In such sections, the differences between each set of
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words are interpreted with illustrative sentences and supplemented by word meanings,
usages, collocations, etc. Besides, exercises are provided to help learners to be familiar
with the main usages of the words. In total, there are 134 sets of confusable words
collected in the two volumes3. Our study has examined the actual use of those words
according to theL2 corpus,HSKDynamicCompositionCorpus 2.0.Based on the corpus,
we aim to find out whether the word selection is appropriate.

For example, “táotuō (逃脱, to outrun), and táolí (逃离, to escape)” are listed as a
set of confusable words in the textbook. In the L2 corpus, there are 66 tokens of táolí
(逃离, to escape), among which 6 tokens are the cases of misuse. Yet, none of the six
tokens include táotuō (逃脱, to outrun). Instead, jiějué (解决, to solve), líkāi (离开,
to leave), táobì (逃避, to avoid), etc., are used. In other words, even though “táotuō
(逃脱, to outrun), and táolí (逃离, to escape)” are listed as confusable words in the
textbook, they are not confusing with each other in actual use. Similarly, “chéngnuò (承
诺, commitment), dāyìng (答应, promise)” and “fúchí (扶持, to help to sustain), zhı̄chí
(支持, to support)” were two sets of confusable words that are not really confusing with
each other.

On one hand, based on these findings, we have found that the criterion for picking
confusable words are mostly based on the judgement of the textbook editors. The asym-
metric bias is obvious. On the other hand, we have found that some sets of confusable
words listed in the textbooks indeed caused great confusion to the learners. Take “dàodá
(到达, to arrive), dádào (达到, to reach)” for an example, of which the data of the usage
is listed in Table 1 below. The total amount of tokens of dàodá (到达, to arrive) in the
corpus is 52, of which 7 are the cases of misuse. The misuse rate is 13.5%. There are 6
other instances in which the learners used other incorrect words to substitute the dàodá
(到达, to arrive).

As for dádào (达到, to reach), its frequency in the corpus is much higher than the
frequency of dàodá (到达, to reach). 540 tokens of it are identified in the corpus. Among
them, 38 tokens are found to be the cases of misuse, with a misuse rate of 7%; and 39
tokens are found to the cases of substitution with incorrect words by the learners.

In Table 1, the phenomenon of the learner oftenmisusing the original word to express
meanings of certain sets of words can been found. Furthermore, most of the time, the
misuse situations are diverse in the sense that the substituting words are rather various.
For instance, we found some cases in the corpus misusing dádào (达到) as jiějué (解
决, to solve), dádào (达到) as duōdá (多达, much as), dádào (达到) as huòdé (获得, to
gain) etc., each appeared only once. Since such unsystematic errors are not the focus of
our study, we examine the systematic ones.

Back to the issue we have discussed: whether “dàodá (到达), dádào (达到)” listed
in textbook are really confusable. We try to set a standard to solve this problem. As long
as the misuse rate exceeds 10%, words are considered as confusable ones. For example,
among the 7 error-usage in dàodá (到达), 4 of them should be replaced by dádào (达到).
So, the misuse rate is 57% (4/7). Then, the pair “dàodá (到达), dádào (达到)” meets
the criterion and is a set of confusable words. Besides, among 38 misuse cases of dádào

3 There are 141 sets in total, with 7 sets are repeated which are not counted as a result.
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Table 1. The usage of dàodá (到达, to arrive) and dádào (达到, to reach) in the L2 corpus

(达到), only 2 should be replaced by dàodá (到达). The misuse rate does not exceed
10%, as a result, and this situation is not considered as a notable misused one4.

So far, we have examined 134 sets of confusable words in the textbooks in the
method described above. Only 50 sets have met the criterion while the learners do not
“obviously” misuse the words in other 84 cases. Appendix 1 displays more details of it.

4 Results and Discussion

Our research findings are summarized in the following, categorized into four aspects:

4 A set of confusable words could be divided into one-way misusing and two-way misusing,
according to the directionality of misusing. The one-way misusing refers to the situations that
only A is often misused as B, but B is not often misused as A. The two-way misusing refers to
the situations that both A and B are often misused as each other.
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A. 50 sets of confusablewords listed in the textbookshavemet our criterion.However,
not all of them are the most typical sets.

As mentioned in session 3, we have found only 6 times that “dàodá (到达, to reach)
and dádào (达到, to arrive)” were misused, whereas “dádào (达到, to arrive) and dédào
(得到, to obtain)” were misused 14 times. The set of “dádào (达到, to arrive) and
dédào (得到, to obtain)” is therefore more typical. Furthermore, the misuse rate of
“sı̄kǎo (思考, thought), kǎolǜ (考虑, consideration)” met our criterion, while only 9
cases of misuse are found. However, as many as 22 cases of misuse of “sı̄xiǎng (思想,
thought) and sı̄kǎo (思考, thought)” are found. For effectiveness, the set of “sı̄xiǎng (思
想, thought) and sı̄kǎo (思考, thought)” is better than the set of “sı̄kǎo (思考, thought)
and kǎolǜ (考虑, consideration)”. Therefore, in addition to investigating the practical
usage of confusable words in the corpus, we list out the words that were more likely
to confuse the learners based on the quantitative analysis as well. 15 new sets of words
are recommended: “biǎodá (表达, to express), biǎoxiàn (表现, to display)”; “dádào (
达到, to reach), dédào (得到, to get)”; “guı̄zé (规则, rule), guı̄dìng (规定, stipulation),
guı̄lǜ (规律, regular pattern)”; “yìnxiàng (印象, impression), yı̌ngxiǎng (影响, impact)”;
“sı̄xiǎng (思想, thought), sı̄kǎo (思考, thought)”; “shíhòu (时候, times), shíjiān (时
间, time), shí (时, when)”; “jiāowǎng (交往, to associate), jiāoliú (交流, to contact)”;
“quèshí (确实, indeed), shízài (实在, certainly)”; “quēdiǎn (缺点, drawback), huàichù
(坏处, disadvantage)”; “cānguān (参观, sight-seeing), fǎngwèn (访问, visit)”; “yǒu (
有, there be), jùyǒu (具有, have), yǒngyǒu (拥有, possess)”; “tǎolùn (讨论, to discuss),
yìlùn (议论, to speak at)”; “jiàoyù (教育, to educate), jiàoxùn (教训, to teach someone
a lesson)”; “fāshēng (发生, to happen), fāxiàn (发现, to discover)”; “gòngtóng (共同,
in common), hùxiāng (互相, mutual)”.

B. 84 sets that do not meet our criterion. However, we found other candidates.
Take “yǒuguān (有关, have to do with) and guānyú (关于, about)” for examples.

There are 714 tokens and 712 tokens respectively in the L2 corpus, without any case
being misused as the other. On the contrary, the misusing of “guānyú (关于, about),
duìyú (对于, for)” is serious. 712 and 861 tokens are found for “guānyú (关于, about)
and duìyú (对于, for)” respectively in the corpus, among which 56 tokens and 64 tokens
respectively are found misused. 13 examples of “guānyú (关于, about) being misused
as duìyú (对于, for)” and the misuse rate was as high as 53.6%. 18 cases are found to be
the misuse of “duìyú (对于, for) as guānyú (关于, about)”, and the misuse rate is 42.9%.
The examples are listed as (5)-(6) below. It is obvious that “guānyú (关于, about), duìyú
(对于, for)” have made a greater confusion to leaners than “yǒuguān (有关, have to do
with) and guānyú (关于, about)”. Clearer explanations on their subtle differences are
more in need for L2 learners. In column B of Appendix 1, we list out the additional sets
of words of which the misuse rate exceeds 10%, for reference.
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C. Instead of the misuse rate, the error rate of words is taken into consideration for
the selection of sets of confusable words.

As described in Sect. 3, we have suggested that high-frequently misused words
should be given priority in language teaching. However, we have also found that in some
sets of confusable words, the frequency of each in the set may differ tremendously.
Take “gòngtóng (共同, in common) and gòngtōng (共通, applicable to both/all)” as an
example. 515 tokens of gòngtóng (共同, in common) are found in the corpus, but only 9
tokens of gòngtōng (共通, applicable to both/all) are found. The error rate of gòngtōng
(共通, applicable to both/all) exceeds 10%, but the misuse rate of gòngtóng (共同, in
common) is only 2%. It seems the learners have acquired the word gòngtóng (共同, in
common). Nevertheless, of the 5 misuses of gòngtōng (共通, applicable to both/all), 4
should be replaced with gòngtóng (共同, in common). The misuse rate is actually very
high. Although it seems to be a one-way misuse, the similarities on the form and sound
still make them candidates of confusable words. While the error rate of words has not
been set into the criterion for the selection, more further studies are needed.

D. According to our statistical data and results (refer to Appendix 1), the set of
confusable words are mostly those with the same morpheme.

These confusablewords are not influenced byL1 transferring. Asmost of the impacts
of L1 transfer usually occurs in the early stages of learning and the writers of the com-
positions in the HSK (L2) corpus are advanced learners, the result is not too surprising.
Our finding is actually consistent to the L2 language acquisition theory.

5 Conclusion

This study examines the confusablewords used in textbooks through the learners’ authen-
tic usages in an interlanguage corpus. We have found that some sets of confusable words
are misused by learners, but only 50 of the 134 sets got misuse rate higher than 10%,
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which is the criterion we set for confusable words. The confusable words selected by
teachers or textbook editors might only be judged by their subjective experiences. The
prediction is not really successful as the accuracy is less than 50%.

We are still working on the improvements of this study. As mentioned above, the
directionality of misuse can definitely affect the teaching strategies. How confusable
words should be treated in L2 Chinese teaching also requires further discussion. For
example, should confusable words be taught or just listed as supplementary teaching
materials? If confusable words should be included in teaching, how should they be
taught? These questions still need further studying. After all, words that in similar forms
without semantic relations in Mandarin Chinese are numerous. The misuse of words is
inevitable in communication and writing.

The present study has provided a preliminary analysis and examination on the crite-
rion for identifying confusable words used in textbooks, despite the unsolved problems.
We have done the quantitative analysis. The qualitative analysis is still in progress.
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Appendix 1: Empirical Results of Confusable Words in Textbooks
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